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Large-scale scientific applications are
going to face severe resilience
challenges at exascale!
- "Top Ten Exascale Research Challenges",
DOE ASCAC Subcommittee Report, Feb. 2014

Long-running, large-scale scientific
applications are interrupted by failures
on HPC systems.
At exascale, an application is
expected to be interrupted every
couple of hours.

Why investigate the reliability
characteristics of large-scale systems?

Reduce Checkpoint I/O Overhead on Large-scale Systems

Expedite Scientific Discovery

abinet

Save Energy – A Positive Impact Beyond the
Computing Facility

1 hour of lost work on the Titan
200 Cabinets (25 is
rows
x 8 columns)
supercomputer
roughly
5-9 MWhr
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Systems: 5 Supercomputer
Generations at ORNL
Table 1: HPC Systems analyzed in this study.
System

Number
Nodes

Jaguar XT4 (31328 cores, quad-core AMD Opteron processor per node, SeaStar2)
Jaguar XT5 (149504 cores, four dual-core AMD Opteron processor per node, SeaStar2+)
Jaguar XK6 (298,592 cores, 16-core Opteron-6274 processor per node, Gemini)
Eos XC 30 (23,553 cores, 2 sockets of 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 (with hyperthreading) per node, Aries)
Titan XK7 (560,640 cores, one 16-core Opteron-6274 and one K20x Nvidia GPU per node, Gemini)

7,832
18,688
18,688
736
18,688

Table 2: List of failure types observed on the systems in this study.
Failure Event

Type

Component
Affected

Bad Page State
Blade Heartbeat Fault
Core Hang
GPU Double Bit Error (DBE)
HT Lockup
Kernel Panic
L0 Heartbeat Fault
Lustre Bug (LBUG)
Lustre Server Failure

Software
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Software
Hardware
Software
Software

–
Module
Node/CPU
GPU
CPU
OS
Module
File System
File System

of

Period
Jan’08-Mar’11
Jan’09-Dec’11
Jan’12-Oct’12
Sep’13-Sep’15
May’13-Sep’15

management workstations to alert the system operators of any
faulty behavior and system failure events. Instrumentation points
are already available in the hardware and system software which
are turned on to collect critical information such that it does not
cause significant interference with the operations of the machine
and workloads running on the machine. For our analysis, we converted the data into a time series containing time-stamp, type of
event, physical location of event, and other relevant information.
This processing step is carefully designed, executed, and verified
with sys-admin staff. Table 2 lists all the failure types across different systems. The table also shows the primary nature of the failure
(software/hardware) and key component affected by the event.
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Failures in Over 1 Billion Compute Node Hours

Table 2: List of failure types observed on the systems in this study.
Failure Event

Type

Component
Affected

Bad Page State
Blade Heartbeat Fault
Core Hang
GPU Double Bit Error (DBE)
HT Lockup
Kernel Panic
L0 Heartbeat Fault
Lustre Bug (LBUG)
Lustre Server Failure
Machine Check Exception (MCE)
Module Emergency Power Off
(EPO)
Module Failed
Node Heartbeat Fault
PCI Width Degrade
RX message CRC error
RX message header CRC error
SCSI Error
SeaStar Heartbeat Fault
Seastar Lockup
SXM Power Off
VERTY Fault
Voltage Fault
WarnTemp Power Off

Software
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Software
Hardware
Software
Software
Hardware
Hardware

–
Module
Node/CPU
GPU
CPU
OS
Module
File System
File System
CPU/Memory
Module

Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware
Hardware

Module
Module/Node
GPU
Interconnect
Interconnect
–
Interconnect
Interconnect
GPU
Module
Module
CPU

2 BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY

management workstations to alert the system operators of any
faulty behavior and system failure events. Instrumentation points
are already available in the hardware and system software which
are turned on to collect critical information such that it does not
cause significant interference with the operations of the machine
and workloads running on the machine. For our analysis, we converted the data into a time series containing time-stamp, type of
event, physical location of event, and other relevant information.
This processing step is carefully designed, executed, and verified
with sys-admin staff. Table 2 lists all the failure types across different systems. The table also shows the primary nature of the failure
(software/hardware) and key component affected by the event.
Our data processing step revealed that some failure events are
recorded multiple times in the system logs because of multiple
locations reporting the side-effects of the actual failure event. We
confirmed from the system operators, who have extensive experience in system monitoring and diagnostics, to carefully drop such
events from our analysis to avoid side-effects on the validity of our
findings. We only consider the actual parent events in our analysis and exclude these potential follow-up failure events that occur
within a 300 second window after the actual failure. We chose a
300 second time period conservatively to avoid any bias in analyzing event correlation. Other works such as [29] have also adopted
such filtering methods. We also drop failures from acceptance and
early user tests (early part of the bath tub curve) to avoid skew in
the analysis. We note that only statistically significant results are
presented in this paper.
Scope and Limitations Despite the wealth of data analyzed
in this study to gather insights into the systems and comparing

Scope and Limitations

Failures that cause application aborts
Difficult to isolate effects of multiple
factors (300 second filter)
Dynamic operating environment

Root-cause analysis is not the goal
Easy to do (inaccurately)!

Are newer generations of HPC systems
becoming less reliable?
During the stable operational period, does
the reliability of the system change
significantly? If so, by how much?

gate if the reliability of the system changes during the stable period?
RQ1: Are newer generations of HPC systems becoming less reli-
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Fig. 2 shows the fraction of each failure type with respect to the
total number of failures on the system.
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change by up to 4x!
Fig. 2 shows the fraction of each failure type with respect to the
total number of failures on the system.

What is the impact and temporal behavior
of different failure types?
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Weibull distribution),
the failure rate is higher when
the value of x is smaller. In other words, failures are more likely
to re-occur close to failure events. Therefore, we propose to use k
across systems
as the parameter to represent the degree of temporal recurrence
Figure 2: Contribution of different failure types for each system.
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behavior. The closer k is to 1 (i.e., closer to exponential distribution),
the lower is the degree of recurrence. Moreover, k is complementary
to using MTBF because MTBF and k can uniquely determine the
parameters (λ, k) of the fitting Weibull distribution.
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Our study confirms that a few failure types
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A few failure types constitute a major fraction of
all failures. Hardware related errors (e.g.,
uncorrectable memory errors) are dominant
across systems over the whole period of time –
implicating the importance of better provisioning
and replication of CPU and GPU memory against
such errors.

Given the significant variance in MTBF among
different failure types, HPC system acquisition
teams should also consider adding MTBF bounds
for different failure types as a key metric in the
request for proposals and contracts.

Temporal locality in failures: Does it vary
across failure types and over time?
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The temporal reoccurrence property varies
significantly over time for a given system.
The temporal reoccurrence property for different
failure types is significantly different, but similar
across systems.
Implications for failure prediction.

The MTBF and the temporal reoccurrence
parameter capture two different aspects of system
reliability – any one alone is not sufficient.

Is there periodicity or are there temporal
trends in failures?
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What about neighborhood effects in
failures?
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(d) Node

Neighborhood reoccurrence property at different
or MTBF metric; it is a separate property of a system that should
On the other hand, in order to predict the failure events the
granularity
across
systems
for
a fixed time window
be used if one desires to fully characterize the reliability of a system.
analysis of the system failure events based on the event types and
Figure 15: Neighborhood recurrence property at different granularity across systems for time window of up to 96 hours.

Summary We found that the spatial distribution of failures
is not uniform at any compute granularity across systems. We
discussed significant implications of this observation for users
and job schedulers.
We showed how to capture neighborhood recurrence effect
mathematically and demonstrated that neighborhood recur-

correlation among different event types is explored by previou
works [8, 19]. The analysis and reliability metrics derived from
the data are system specific and deal with understanding faul
modes and their characteristics. The development of such analy
sis methodologies, tools and predictive models can lead to deepe
insights about the underlying system behavior but it remains too
complex to allow system administrators and users to compare reli

The spatial distribution of failures is not uniform
at any compute granularity across systems.
Implications for job scheduler and users.
The neighborhood reoccurrence effect is not
strongly correlated with the MTBF or the degree
of temporal reoccurrence.

The neighborhood reoccurrence effect should be
used as a separate reliability characteristic of a
system.
It can not be subsumed by temporal characteristics,
such as MTBF or temporal reoccurrence.

Conclusion
Systems show significant variations in reliability
characteristics, even during the stable operational period.
Metrics beyond MTBF are needed to capture system failure
characteristics.
Spatial and temporal characteristics of failures are often left
unexploited.
Implications for job scheduler, sys admins, and system
acquisition team.
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